**Politics**

Farrell Dobbs, Socialist Workers Party’s (SWP), presidential campaign will put “What’s Wrong With the Two Major Parties” in the Student Government Pavilion at the Student Center at 3 PM.

Mr. B. Brown is the fourth speaker to come to the College this semester under the auspices of the American Student Public Affairs Forum. The other speakers were Jacob K. Javits, Emmanuel Callier and Eric Heas.

In 1946, while Editor of the “Million.” S.W.P.’s newspaper, Mr. Dobbs covered the trial of the Communist leaders and campaigned for labor leader, the Smith “gang” Act victims. Mr. Dobbs and seven thousand others were the first to be convicted under the CEA in 1941.

---

**SC Commends Student Revolt Against USSR**

A motion commending Hungarian students active in the current revolt in that country was passed last night by the Student Council.

The resolution called for a letter of support to the general Hungarian student organization. The letter “condemns the bravery and courage of the freedom fighters and recognizes the continuing heroic struggle of the Hungarian people against imperialistic aggression.”

The resolution was introduced by Peter Buchtag. 59 Representative, was opposed by School Affairs Committee Chairman Jeffrey Warn. Warner suggested that the resolution be made more liberal and that the body send its congratulations to the general Hungarian student organization.

---

**SC Observes Cen’s Birthday**

At General Faculty Meeting:

**Lists’ Issue Still Unsettled, Debate Several Alternatives**

By DAVE GROSS

The General Faculty was again unable to resolve the question of compulsory membership in the College last night after a three hour closed session. However, the recommen-

---

**Stempel Hits $44,000; Tied by Cuban Physician**

A Cuban doctor almost served Herbert Stempel’s fantastic winning streak which reached $44,000 last night on the TV quiz program “Twenty-One.” The doctor, Carlos Carballo, a student at the University of Havana, was able to answer all but one question correctly.

The Stempel-Dobbs match was concluded before the event could be broadcast coast-to-coast yesterday over NBC’s TV network.

Prof. Mark Brunswick (Chmn. Music) was defeated by a substantial margin. After the meeting, Professor Brunswick said that now the College was “back where it started last June with the old no-safeguards motion.” He said, however, that he will attempt to introduce a motion next week which would agree to a no-safeguards motion but which would completely exempt all religious and political organizations from submitting membership lists. He also said it was disclosed at the meeting that it is illegal under the law to ask for the religious affiliation of an individual.

The defeated recommendation stated that information concerning a student’s extra-curricular activities may be given to a particular organization upon written authorization of the student concerned.

The motion of the GFCSA further required an organization to notify the Department of Student Life (DSL) a complete record of its officers and members accompanied by signed membership cards. These records would not be retained “beyond the end of the succeeding semester.” This motion was adopted by the GFCSA at their meeting on Thursday.

Marvin Gettleman, appointed by SG’s Executive Committee to present Council’s views opposing lists to the General Faculty, was denied permission to come before the body. President Buell G. Gallagher explained that no one except authorized Department representatives is allowed entrance to the General Faculty meetings.

Last June GFCSA voted 4-1 for a resolution which removed all safeguards from membership (Continued on Page Two)

---

**Should Hydrogen-Bomb Tests Be Halted?***

The College will not observe a period of silence tomorrow morning for university students who have been requested to do so by the General Faculty Committee on Student Activities (GFCSA), termed “more liberal” by Professor Mark Brunswick (Chmn. Music). Prof. Brunswick said that now the General Faculty is “back where it started last June with the old no-safeguards motion.” He said, however, that he will attempt to introduce a motion next week which would agree to a no-safeguards motion but which would completely exempt all religious and political organizations from submitting membership lists. He also said it was disclosed at the meeting that it is illegal under the law to ask for the religious affiliation of an individual.

The defeated recommendation stated that information concerning a student’s extra-curricular activities may be given to a particular organization upon written authorization of the student concerned.

The motion of the GFCSA further required an organization to notify the Department of Student Life (DSL) a complete record of its officers and members accompanied by signed membership cards. These records would not be retained “beyond the end of the succeeding semester.” This motion was adopted by the GFCSA at their meeting on Thursday.

Marvin Gettleman, appointed by SG’s Executive Committee to present Council’s views opposing lists to the General Faculty, was denied permission to come before the body. President Buell G. Gallagher explained that no one except authorized Department representatives is allowed entrance to the General Faculty meetings.

Last June GFCSA voted 4-1 for a resolution which removed all safeguards from membership (Continued on Page Two)

---

**To Hold Panel On Civil Rights**

A panel discussion on “The Presidential Candidates and Civil Rights” will be presented today by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Students for Stevenson-Kefauver, and Young Republicans Club.

Herb Wright, National Youth President of the YRC, and Duane Carver of the New York Committee for Stevenson-Kefauver and Suzanne M.M. Wright of the Young Republican Club of Harlem will be the participants in the discussion. A question and answer period will follow the discussion to be held in Room 428 Finley Student Center at 8:30 PM.
Vote For My Candidate Because...

By NICHOLAS SPILOTRO
President, CCNY Robert H. Taft Young Republicans

On Labor Day 1952, the then General Eisenhower, made the following statement:

"If I should be the next President of our Country, it will be my aim to so conduct that office that at the end of my service, each of you can honestly say these words: "He has been fair, he has been my friend."

For his division by class, but has fostered mutual respect, understanding, and goodwill. He has led us forward along the broad middle way toward prosperity with a war economy, and our children with a prosperous society.

To say that President Eisenhower has succeeded in his aim would be quite an understatement.

Let us look at the farm price, the Administration. The Administration of every American president since Abraham Lincoln.

President Eisenhower has actively moved toward the ending of segregation in the Nation's Capital. More Negroes have been appointed to policy-making positions by President Eisenhower than by any previous President's six-point program to end civil rights, in his own words, because of Democratic opposition.

President Eisenhower and the United Nations have led the world to war free of nuclear weapons. This has been a major victory for the United States, and a major setback for the Soviet Union.

8. The Administration has led the world in a program of civil rights for minority groups, particularly African Americans.

9. President Eisenhower initiated the Atomic Energy Act. He has worked to keep the United States on the threshold of peace through the peaceful use of atomic energy. The Administration has suffered from a lack of the kind of imagination, understanding of foreign policy and a fresh approach. A prime example of this is his withdrawal of American forces from South Vietnam.

German and Japanese blunders have been particularly apparent in the Middle East as the present crisis grows. Most of the Administration has left the President with a very difficult and complicated situation.

President Eisenhower has been fair, he has been my friend. He has done everything to Ike, while, in reality, the reins of government are in the hands of a small "palace guard."

America to the America of great ideals and noble visions which are on the threshold of another great decisive era. History's headlong rush to war might not be quite an understatement.

"He has been fair, he has been my friend."...
Turkey Gets 'The Bird' As Fowl Foul Up Works

By MICHAEL SPELMAN

The College may be nicknamed Beaver, and there may be squirrels on South Campus and mice in the Biology labs, but City College is that it is not for birds.

Last week it was reported that a turkey, Willie Waldorf, named for the Thanksgiving, 12:30 P.M. All invited.

Maxine in the Art Center at 12:30 in 315.
Shades of Soccer, Cross-Country
Swimmers Sport 'Undefeated Look

City College record holder, the 6-foot-five-style star, Jack Grauso, ineligible last year, will be back.

Among the newcomers is coach Jack Rider is counting on to give the team an extra spark. Fred Vodronym, a star, who was a member of last year's team, is back from military duty; Dick Fitch a driver and breast-stroke star; and Al Smith, a diver.

Rider, beginning his third year as coach this season, gets the small men to produce. 'The team hinges on his success,' he emphasized the squad's lack of height, but added that the team may have to wear small men to produce. 'The team hinges on his success,' he emphasized the squad's lack of height, but added that the team may have to wear small men to produce. 'The team hinges on his success,' he emphasized the squad's lack of height, but added that the team may have to wear small men to produce. "Lindeman",

Hey, everybody! Here's a new stack of

Sticklers!

Here's a Stickler! What do you call the
Minutes of a Smoker's Convention

(see paragraph at right)

When Smoke Folk get together, the chatter
takes on the nature of fine tobacco. Naturally, that means
Lucky Strike. Lucky Strike's taste is worth talking about because it comes from fine tobacco—light, mild, good-tasting tobacco that's
TOASTED to taste even better.

As for the Stickler, you call the minutes of a smokers' convention a Light-up Write-up. Speaking of light- ups, have you tried a Lucky lately? You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must have the same number of

letters. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25

for all we use—and for hundreds that never see print.
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